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People all over the globe has experienced some level of social
distancing, isolation and quarantine during the pandemic. One
inevitable costs will increase in loneliness.

The concept is to use quarantine culture as a tool to foster
connection and understanding through our shared experiences
and to find a silver lining by embracing solitude, by recognizing the
role of our built environments in shaping our experiences and
opportunities for self reflection and growth.



Area: 9.6 sqm

The floorplan is divided into two

distinct zones, with two

different height differences to

separate the functions of the

spaces.

The entrance of the bathroom

is facing steps that lead into a

space where the majority of the

view is blocked by concrete

walls, done to stimulate ones

imagination and wonder.

The lower level of the bathroom

is where the vanity, shower and

toilet is located.



Isometric.



Seamless textures and a warm

colour palette for an inviting and

relaxing atmosphere. The shower

door is a material that allows

some light to pass through while

remaining private at the same

time. The shower features

products from the EasySET

collection that is smart and

customizable, allowing the guest

to have a spa-light experience.



Minimal.
Uncluttered.
Seamless.
Warm/Inviting.



The vanity is made up of the same

material and colour as the concrete

floor to create harmony within the

space. With wood used for storage

and ceiling panels adds a layer of

visual interest to give the space more

character. The warm pink tones were

inspired by the colours often found in

the desert.



Adding stairs and a raised platform was to

use the height difference as a tool create

a pause and to gradually invite the guest

into a introspective state. The use of glass

here is to create contrast and to create a

boundary blur between self and space. Big

window contemplation that allows the

outdoors in.





Tadelakt ( Walls and Floor material)

Used as the core material and finish of the bathroom. Tadelakt is a
natural, lime-based plaster indigenous to the Marrakech region of
Morroco. One of the best characteristics of Tadelakt is how it changes
with the light to create shadows and illuminate texture. Both decorative
and waterproof, it has a honed smooth surface reminiscent of natural
stone. Creates seamless finishes and offer elegant nuances of colour and
grain that is flexible to avoid hairline cracks.

Frosted Tempered Glass ( Shower door )

Frosted glass used to add a layer of privacy when guest are in
the shower while allowing light to pass through at the same
time. It is opaque but translucent.

Polished Concrete Floor ( Basin and Floor material )

Easy to clean and seamless, giving the overall bathroom an architectural
element the design aimed to achieve.

Teak Wood ( Shelves and Ceiling Panels )

Tends to be a golden or medium brown, with color darkening with 
age. Texture: Grain is straight, though it can occasionally be wavy or 
interlocked. Coarse, uneven texture and moderate to low natural luster. 
Adding texture to seamless bathroom



Colour Palette.
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